
From: Roy Brixen [mailto:rebrixen@well.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2006 12:32 PM 
To: cpeery@pescaderocouncil.org 
Subject: Emergency Committee Report 
Importance: High 

Hi Catherine, 
  
I cannot be at PMAC this evening because of a 6 to 9 teaching assignment at CSM. 
  
Three items for an Emergency Report: 
  
1.  The first load of sandbags for winter have arrived at the high school.  There is also a load of 
loose sand.  I could not find the filler or the bags.  They are on the way.  I'll keep an eye on status 
and quality and communicate with Neil if and when we need more. 
  
2.  The 2M emergency communications repeater up at Fogline Nursery has, as far as I 
know, worked well all summer long.  Coverage is great up through Loma Mar to the top of the hill, 
gets spotty down on Alpine Road into La Honda, and is good in La Honda all the way up 84 to 
Skyline.  Great coverage in town and in Butano.  Real bad down by Highway 1 and 84.  Decent 
south to the light house.  I've not been south of the light house since June, so I have no idea how 
far south the coverage goes.  I do know we have a good strong signal over on 880 in Oakland--
this development was not planned. 
  
There is in informal local 2M net that runs on Monday evenings at 8 PM.  It started after I returned 
to teaching duties, so I don't know the details or who runs it--all I know is that Loma Mar, 
Dearborn, Pescadero, La Honda, and Butano are represented. 
  
Work remaining to secure emergency communications before the winter: 
  
1.  Install web straps to secure antenna 
2.  Install backup battery on main radio 
3.  Install backup battery on control radio 
4.  Install ground rod and lightening protection on both antenna systems 
  
I expect winter coverage to change some because a 2M signal reflects off heavy storm clouds 
differently than off of blue sky or high overcast.  Coverage changes will occur and will get 
mapped. 
  
3.  I've contacted Tim Beard at LHPUSD for permission to fix the antenna at the high school 
2M station--that's our emergency shelter radio.  Permission was given and I'm scheduling an 
event for a weekend day in late Oct.  We discovered the antenna issue during the Alto Vello bike 
race in June.  We've determined that the radio is OK.  The problem is either feed line or antenna--
most likely water damage.  Repair parts are on hand so cost is zero and time involved is most 
likely 1/2 day. 
  
Please email any action items. 
  
Thanks. 
  
Roy Brixen 
  
 


